Why Share Bandwidth When You Don’t Have To?
BroadLINK® Gives You Private, Dedicated
Connectivity for Voice, Data and Video... Affordably.
Sharing is fine for some things, but not when it comes to your communications
infrastructure. Other companies will promise you high bit-rates, but few can deliver
consistently. Their systems are simply over subscribed leaving you with a slow
network infrastructure and frustrated users, often when they need quick access
the most. Here’s the good news. It doesn’t have to be that way!

BroadLINK is Private
and Custom-built for You.

99.99% of the Time Your
Network Will Be At the Ready.

Believe it or not, a private, custom-built
wide area network (WAN) can be easier
to manage, less costly, highly flexible and
more reliable than traditional solutions.
Especially if that WAN is powered by
BroadLINK. Beyond the fact that the
bandwidth you ask for is the bandwidth
you get, you also get a solution that’s
based on your needs, not on some
package a company wants to sell. We’re
the company that listens. So when you
work with STC, private means private
and custom means custom.

State-of-the-art, reliable and ready. It’s
as close to perfect as it comes. No more
worrying whether your network will be
able to handle the day-to-day workload
or periodic surges in demand. It can
handle all of it and more. And on those
rare occasions when it needs our help,
we’re ready too. STC is big enough
to handle your most challenging
needs and small enough to be
there when you call. All the time.
Anytime. No exceptions. Period.

“Of course the technology
is important. But it’s what
STC does beyond the
technology, the personal
service, that matters too.”
– Rob Miley
IT Manager
STC

An Excellent Track Record Starts with Exceptional Engineering.
You have a good idea what your network needs to do. Now let our qualified,
licensed engineers give you the best of their experience, and design the ideal
solution. We design to meet your current needs, take into account your future
growth, consider existing compatibility and, of course, value engineer all along the
way. The best solution is the most considered solution, not the most expensive.

BroadLINK Works with Your System.
BroadLINK can support any standards-based Ethernet traffic
thanks to a transparent layer 2 Ethernet bridge. Don’t worry about
BroadLINK integrating with your current network infrastructure. We
routinely provide traditional copper or fiber handoffs to any standard
networking equipment. And don’t worry about quality. You can hold
us to the same industry standards we hold ourselves to, including
IEEE and BICSI.
“I’m so grateful to
STC for designing a
system that we weren’t
sure was even possible given
our budget. They solved a huge
problem for us at a price
we could afford.”
- John
Network Security Specialist
Tucson, Arizona

Real People
Means a Real Partner.
When it’s time to tackle your
organization’s networking needs, then it’s
time to look at the companies that can
provide that service. Price, technology
and expertise are all considerations, but
ask yourself which company will be a true
partner? Which company stands ready
with real people, not auto attendants and
wait times? Which company proactively
stops problems from happening? Which
company guarantees 99.99% uptime,
and delivers it? Which company is going
to make your life easy, make your boss
happy and keep your organization up
and running? When you ask yourself
those questions, the answer is simple.
You work with STC.

STC is a telecommunications company
that, since 1999, has been helping
schools, government agencies, cities,
towns and businesses communicate
using voice, data and video. We do it
by designing, installing and managing
broadband wireless systems and hosted
services. While we take pride in our
technical achievements, the thing that
we’re most proud of is our personal
service. We know our clients, and they
know us. We keep it to that level and
that’s what keeps what we do real...
and reliable, 99.99% reliable.

Ask Us About Our
Other Services.
• VoipLINK®
• CallLINK®
• FlexLINK
• MailLINK

Let’s Talk.
Want to learn more about
how BroadLINK can solve
your networking challenges?
Ready to get a customengineered WAN for your
organization? We’re ready
to listen, ready to help.

877.782.2661
info@stc-comm.com
16674 N. 91st St. (Ste D-105) Scottsdale, AZ 85260
stc-comm.com
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